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Photo: Governor, RBI, Dr Raghuram G Rajan at CAFRAL IPA-SME Young Firm Financing Conference

MSMEs contribute nearly 8% of India’s GDP. The entities operating in this sector span several industries and
face a large number of issues ranging from insufficient funds to insufficient supply skilled labor and
management talent. The goal of the conference was to discuss innovative, practical and scalable solutions
for robust MSMEs financing practices.
View Event
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The third edition of annual flagship program – CAFRAL Advanced Leadership Program, for senior level
bankers in line for Board position, was held at Lonavla and Sydney. The program covered modules on
governance and risk management, business strategy, regulation and supervision, leadership and personal
effectiveness and macro-economy and banking.
View Event
Upcoming Events
Advanced Program on Project and Infrastructure Financing
April 22-24, 2015 at Lonavla. This is a residential program.

The objective of the program is to equip the participants with effective credit appraisal skills for project and
infrastructure financing, through classroom sessions and case studies. The aim is to enable the participants
to appreciate and understand the various risks involved in project and infrastructure lending. Ms. Margaret
Osius will be the trainer for this 3-day program that is designed for senior executives of commercial banks,
financial institutions and RBI.
Nominate Now
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We welcome you to participate in creating CAFRAL’s ‘Calendar of Programs’
CAFRAL is in the process of preparing the ‘Calendar of Programs’ for the year 2015/16 and would announce
the same in advance so that banks and financial institutions can plan in advance and nominate their officials.
CAFRAL therefore, requests all banks/financial institutions to suggest which new programs should be
included in the Calendar so as to meet the emerging needs of the Financial Sector so that banks and
financial institutions can plan their training plan for their Senior management.
Take a minute
If you do not wish to receive these emails from us in the future, please click here.
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